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Background to the research:
The HR Centre of Excellence was asked by its members to carry out research on HR Talent. The research consisted of two
parts, an extensive search of the existing literature and qualitative face to face interviews with successful HRDs and their
CEOs, and HR search firms (whose quotes we have highlighted in the research). These interviews covered the following
areas:
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Key Finding:
HR’s role varies by business, sector, geography, etc. This has a major effect on HR’s effectiveness

and the skills required to be successful. HR needs to understand what is required to be effective in the
specific context of the business and recruit and develop people accordingly.

Key Finding:
To be successful HR must be able to demonstrate the value it adds to the business. This means HR

people must understand what is driving the business and focus on addressing these issues not selling
the benefits of HR products to the business.

Key Finding:
Whilst the context might require different approaches successful HRDs combine several qualities

including enough intellectual horsepower, high emotional intelligence, integrity, political savvy, courage
and resilience, and sufficient understanding of the science of HR.

Key Finding:
HR should stop it’s constant navel gazing. It has an increasingly important role and many HR

professionals are stepping up to plate to deliver it. They don’t ask permission to be at the table, they
get on with adding value to the business to such an extent that no one questions their right to be there.

Key Finding:
Many new CEOs bring in new HRDs from outside the business to reflect their own agendas. Indeed

we found the majority of senior HR people have moved frequently between companies, collecting
different experiences, which allow them to adapt to different contexts.



Key Finding:
In general HR needs to be led by people with HR experience though where the role is primarily about

board facilitation this is not so true.

Key Finding:
Good HR people have a strong commercial focus. Organisations where HR is a contributor provide
opportunities to build this commercial acumen through career moves into line roles and then back to

HR or by involving them in opportunities, such as M&A due diligence, to develop the right mind set and
skills.

Key Finding:
There appears to be a problem building an HR pipeline. HR has a problem attracting high potential

talent from universities and business schools. Whilst there are plenty of good HR people in their late
20s and early 30’s many leave the profession in their mid 30’s for personal choices, or to move into

line roles or consultancy

Key Finding:
HR needs to practice talent management on itself, ensuring it has a clear view of what good HR looks
like in the specific context, what this means for recruitment, assessing internal capability against it and

providing real development for those with potential.



Why all the fuss?
We recently completed a research project on employee engagement that highlighted the increasing importance of people
issues in business and we have reproduced this section on the next page. Recent articles in Fortune and Fast Company
have reinforced the importance of this agenda but have questioned whether HR is up to the task. In one case the author
even urged organisations to “blow the sucker (HR) up”. In an environment where HR’s role is of increasing importance
HR has too often been gazing at its own navel constantly questioning:

• Why aren’t we at the top table?

• How can we be a strategic business partner?

• Why are we coming under increasing external pressure to “step up to the plate”?

Our research shows that there are HR professionals who are stepping up to the challenge though they are in the minority.
The difference is that they aren’t asking these questions, they are simply getting on with adding value to the business. In
particular they bring a highly commercial outlook to HR, combined with real expertise and an unusual quantum of EQ that
ensures they are adding value. In this situation the business doesn’t question their right to be at the top table or whether
they are a business partner they see them as completely integrated into the business and wouldn’t recognise the doubts
expressed by so many in HR.

It’s difficult to get
tangible data to prove

what HR actually
does

The majority of senior
HRDs we see cannot

enumerate the value they
add

HR is trying to get out of
its box and become

more strategic but isn’t
successful
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of business
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well



Changing Employee Values & Expectations -
There has been a change in employee
perceptions especially between generations -
broken deals, different career perceptions, higher
education leading to greater expectations, greater
focus on work/ life balance, more workforce
diversity:

• 70% looking for meaning at work
• Career and development sought
• Values alignment necessary
• 40% likely to look for another job in 12

months
• Security & sense of belonging desired

Source: Conference Board 2005

Talent Wars - The worry about talent shortages has
resurfaced:

• Average quality of candidates declined by 10% since 2004
• Average time to fill a vacancy increased from 37 to 51

days
• One third have hired below-average candidates to “fill a

position quickly”
• 1 in 3 employees approached by another firm hoping to

lure them away
Source: Corporate Executive Board
Most organisations respond to this challenge by managing
their talent ,neglecting the people who actually drive
organisational performance. They need to take a more holistic
approach.
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Source: Conference Board, 2004

Value of Intangibles – the
percentage of intangible assets on
balance sheets has increased
resulting in a greater focus on brands,
IP, knowledge and talent. Do we
invest in these intangible assets or
sweat them?

People & Performance – research
on the service-profit chain has
shown a clearer link between people
practices and performance forcing
organisations to take a more
strategic view of their human assets.

Source: Guest et al, 2000

People practices

Commitment & Flexibility

Quality & Productivity

Organisational Performance

Challenge of Pay Systems - Most
organisations have bonus
schemes. They no longer
differentiate the offer and are a
given. In this environment pay is
simply not enough to generate
higher performance nor will paying
more encourage people to stay or
perform if the other elements of the
people proposition are not in place.

• Satisfaction with pay down
from 60% to 40% in last 20
years

Source: Towers Perrin 2005

Source: Brewster, Higgs, Holley, McBain
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How important is the context in helping HR succeed?
A core theme from our interviews was that these drivers have a major impact on the success of the HR function and the
individual skills required. Looking at case studies from People Management and Strategic HR Review it was interesting
to note that the successful senior HR professionals featured had typically spent 2-3 years in each role and had on
average 7.5 roles through their career, 86% of which were in different organisations.



HR Context

There are a number of drivers that have an impact on the competencies required of HR leaders and their chances of
success. The key is to understand the implications of these contexts for the behaviour and focus of potential HR
leaders. The interviews highlighted that, when recruiting HR people, many businesses do not have a clear view of the
skills and experience required. Most briefs are generic and not linked to the business needs.

One interviewee made a key observation. Most of the poor HR appointments he had seen had fallen down here. They’d
recruited good people but without thinking about the context.

Growth context:
• Start-up
• Maturity
• Decline
• Turnaround

Change context:
• Stable
• DynamicCEO expectations:

• Confidante
• Top team facilitator
• Leader of HR Function

Scale:
• Small
• Medium
• Large

WHAT’S REQUIRED FROM THE HR LEADER

Strategy context:
• Innovation
• Cost leadership
• Service/Quality

Sector:
• Private:

• People/knowledge business vs
• People are peripheral to success

• Public
• NFP

Geographic:
• Domestic
• Regional
• Multinational

Business Context

Firm context

Ulrich:
• Top
• Bottom
• Specialist

National HR culture :
• Professional Mechanic
• Guarded strategist
• Pivotal
• Archipelago

Cultural context

Thought - When recruiting have you defined the relevant experience required and are you looking in the right places?



What is the role of the HRD? Where is the CEO’s focus.
Each role requires a specific skill set:

• CEO confidante:
• Can genuinely partner the CEO.
• Maintains an appropriate closeness and distance – strongest critic and supporter
• Never acts as a gatekeeper

• Top Team Facilitator:
• Can develop key relationships but everyone knows these will never be abused
• Ensure people who are rivals develop a vested interest in working together
• Have a personality to be able to say “The determinant of what I do is the health of the organisation”

• Leader of the HR Function:
• Know what really makes a difference
• Recruits outstanding specialists as direct reports
• Great at marshalling people

What type of business?
• In many financial services businesses HR is seen as hardly relevant. Whilst they are often progressive in reward

they are less so in other areas of HR.
• In retail and consumer businesses where marketing and general management are key, or businesses where

margin and people matter such as airlines and logistics, HR is often seen as central. Many of these businesses,
where IR has once more become important, are looking for practical pragmatic HRDs who can get things done
without a huge budget and expensive constancy support.

• This will have an impact on where HR is focused. In strongly unionised environments such as Ford historically
HR has been focused on IR and our research is showing a renewed emphasis on this. As mentioned C&B will
be key in financial services whilst in general management it will be OD and L&D.

• In small businesses HR professionals are closer to the front line, have to deal in a more holistic way with the
people challenges, have a broader remit and have no where to hide. But, can they deal with the scale required if
they make the step to a larger business?

Thought - Are you clear what the nature of the role is and have you defined in detail what’s required to be successful?

Thought - Which elements of the HR mix are most relevant for you?



TRANSACTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONAL
BUSINESS PARTNER

Develops significantly better ways of
working, e.g. process improvement, off

shoring, shared services

Delivers more of the same using ‘old’ HR
approaches – for example, cost reduction,

downsizing.

Works with the Board to develop new
business paradigm. Major change

programme, new directions, new areas of
business

Works for the Board & finds new ways of
work which give competitive advantage,
e.g. new strategic partnership, mergers
acquisitions. Top level implementation.

STRATEGIC

STRATEGIC PARTNER

TACTICAL

DIFFERENT

BETTER

What is nature of the challenge the business is facing?
• In one business we spoke to which has been going through a tough turnaround, but which had historically been

strong at long term capability building, HR was seen as adding real value. It had focused almost entirely on dealing
with short term issues such as identifying and dealing quickly with underperformers and blockers, and recruiting the
best into key turnaround roles. Only after three years, when the turnaround had succeeded, did HR refocus on
longer term issues such as talent management.

• The following model highlights how the different roles of HR are dependent on what is required by the business.
• Different mindsets & skills are required in each and incompatibility will create friction.
• Sometimes HR’s role is to deliver the basics (one interviewee called this the plumber role – offer letters, hiring,

bonus plans, etc) outstandingly well, indeed most line managers want transactional support rather than strategic
support. Unless it does this well it will not have the credibility to take on the more strategic elements (the same
person called this the prophet role – change management, OD etc).

• If HR does want to be a strategic partner it needs to become more forward thinking in its view of strategy. As
strategy itself moves from the traditional paradigm (vision, policy, practice etc) to a more modern view (developing,
incremental) HR needs to be able to react appropriately. The problem is HRM takes longer to embed so HR finds it
more difficult to fit into a faster strategy cycle.

Source: Haffenden

Thought - Are you clear what phase your business is at, what HR needs to focus on and whether you have the people
not only with the relevant skills but also the right mindset?

Thought - Do you understand what your business requires and where you are in relation to this model?
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What country is the business operating in?
• Below is some research on the relative positions of HR in different European Countries. This inevitably has an

impact on the mind set of HR people in these countries.
• As a result the same concepts can have very different meanings. In one organisation performance management

meant different things in different countries:
• Italy = control
• Australia = spreading values
• Ireland = communicating business strategy
• Greece = facilitating personal development
• Japan = team
• UK = individual

• Many of the successful HR people have had some experience in US businesses such as Ford, Johnson and
Johnson, Mars, GE, Pepsi etc. This is not to say US firms are universally better at HR or all people who have
worked there have learnt the appropriate lessons but firms where HR is more valued, more scientific, more
commercial, more progressive and there are fewer places to hide, develop better HR people.

• In many large companies the business will have an international or regional focus. There is a very distinct skill set
required to operate in this environment, balancing the need for local responsiveness to customers and people with
the centralising drive to gain geographic efficiencies. This requires great cultural sensitivity and an ability to cope
with ambiguity

Source: Brewster

Thought – Do your people have the cultural mindset to match the business and situational need?



What does a good HR Leader look like?
Does HR need

leaders
or HR leaders?

The key driver for the research was to understand what is required to be a successful HRD……

…are 100% committed to the
person or organisation not

themselves

….can work with a
CEO and influence

him or her

…are all very
different people

….understands the business at
the level of the CEO

...can develop relationships
where people trust and tell

them things

…can link what they
do to the bottom line

...have an instinctive
understanding of people and
how they react and behave

…have enough IQ but an
unusual quantum of EQ

…have a deep interest in and
understanding of people

…can clearly articulate the five things that
need to be done to develop the business

…have a razor sharp focus on
the critical issues

…are flexible enough to
respond to reality

…have a strong dose of
courage to say what

needs to be said

HR People have to know what their businesses’ competitive
advantage is and what their people advantage is

But the key that was repeated again and again was that the good ones start with the business agenda and
understand the implications of this for HR rather than starting with the HR agenda. Ed Lawler put it nicely:



The number one differentiator is a deep commercial understanding. The best HR people start with the business
agenda and drive the HR agenda from there. There are a number of elements to this:

• They have enough intellectual capability (IQ) to understand the commercial issues.
• They have their finger on the pulse of the business. They can clearly articulate the business challenge, whether

it is lower cost, greater innovation or enhanced customer service and identify what HR needs to do to deliver this.
• Their focus is on added value not what HR does. They can link what HR is doing to turnover, profit or some

other financial measure or to a step change in business capability required to deliver the business strategy. (It is
interesting to note how few HR Strategies start with a clear articulation of the business challenges with the result
that most of them can’t be linked back to the business. In one interview we heard of a group of 20 HRDs on a
workshop who, once their logo had been erased from the document, couldn’t identify their own HR strategy!)

• Where there is a clash between the purest HR view and the needs of the business, the business context must
take over or it is suicidal for HR. Whilst good HR people understand the generic HR models it is the HRD who
begins with the relevance to the business who will succeed. They don’t sell competency models when the
business requires cost control. If the CEO is looking to take £50mlyn out of operating costs they won’t be
interested in a new competency framework.

• The problem for HR is that it doesn’t live in a benign environment. There are plenty of consultants selling “snake
oil” - solutions of dubious provenance designed to fix problems the organisation may not have. HR needs to
understand what performance the business is looking for and how to influence it.

• Good HR people also have a number of core business skills which are essential to reach the top:
• They are great at selling.
• They are strong negotiators.
• They are good at planning. They can think through issues from need to solution not the other way round.
• They have strong project management skills and a record of delivery.
• They can react at the speed required by the business (it is no good selling an HR product with a three year

time horizon if the business needs success within a six months). HR needs to be good at ‘fast and flexible’.
The key challenge for HR is how to ensure HR people have this commercial sense. By the time they become HR
leaders it needs to be intuitive. Companies like Mars ensure that all their senior HR people have had line experience so
they understand the pressures and instinctively know what works. The desk research identified a number of successful
senior HRDs who had made zigzag moves into and out of the function to gain commercial understanding.



The second key element is at the opposite end of the spectrum.
One interviewee defined IQ and commercial awareness as the brawn but stressed the need for brains too, which she defined as
emotional intelligence (EQ). HR is after all about people and good HR people have an instinctive understanding of what drives
people’s behaviour and what concerns them. By combining brawn and brains they can convert their EQ into real value added. In
business you often have people with lop sided personalities and the good HR person knows how to help them unbundle this.
People in positions of power come into conflict and may not like each other. The good HR person knows how to defuse these
“playground scraps” and get people to develop a vested interest in working together.

They combine this unusual quantum of EQ with a strong ethical element.
• Good HR people have a core value set. Their driver is not onward and upward, what’s in it for me, their motive is to be part of

a winning team and grow a successful business. They are always asking themselves why they are doing what they are doing.
• They need to and can develop relationships with key people based on deep trust. They know that they could abuse these

relationships to their own ends but the good HR person and their peers have a clear understanding that they will never do so.
• They adopt a ‘coaching mentality’ where they are 100% committed to the other person, team or the organisation. They rule

themselves out. This requires a high degree of self confidence and self awareness. It is very seductive to fix people’s
problems for them but the key is to ensure they retain their responsibility for fixing their own problems. The more the HR
person can get people to do things because they have worked out how to do it the better.

• They philosophise about HR. They think about wider concepts not looking for things to do but adding to their understanding of
what drives human behaviour. They know the theory but they also know what works and what doesn’t.

• Increasingly CEOs are turning to their HRDs as a confidante and they value the role of a corporate conscience. They need
someone who is neutral and willing to push the ethical point where others don’t. This is especially true in a world where
Sarbannes-Oxley has raised the stakes and the CFO who has traditionally been the key ally faces different disclosure rules.

Daniel Goleman identified
the five 'domains' of EQ as:

Recognising and
understanding other
people’s emotions.

Managing relationships
i.e. managing the

emotions of others

Knowing your
emotions. Motivating yourselfManaging your own

emotions.



There are a number of other elements:
• They are politically savvy. They are tough but in an acceptable way. They are flexible enough to respond to

reality. They have an instinctive understanding for the message and how to give it. They can tell brilliant stories
to bring things alive for managers and not get lost in HR jargon. They get around the business talking and
listening to people at all levels.

• They have a high degree of resilience, courage and personal drive that allows them to challenge in an
acceptable way. They maintain an appropriate balance of closeness and distance from the CEO, being the
strongest supporter and the strongest critic; saying the tings he or she needs to hear but which no one else is
willing to say.

• They can focus on the vital few, seeing the overall umbrella as well as the key parts.
• Finally they do have an appropriate level of understanding of the science of HR. Finance people are taken

seriously at Board level because they know more about finance not because they know about the general
business of the company. If all HR people know about is the business they will almost inevitably know less than
others and have nothing to contribute. It is those who combine business knowledge with deep HR skills who will
be able to operate at the highest level.

This brings us to the question of whether non HR people can lead the HR function. The research here was equivocal.
• On the one hand there is the view that leadership is the key and good HR leaders who can mobilise people

simply need to recruit a good team of functional specialists.
• On the other hand there is the view that HR is difficult work and requires an instinctive understanding of what

works and what doesn’t work that only comes through experience. As one person said “the best conductors can
play an instrument”. In addition appointing a non HR person to the senior HR role sends a bad message to
aspiring high potentials in the HR function with a potential impact on talent retention, just when experienced
talent is even more important to back fill the leader’s lack of functional experience.

• The key is perhaps the context.
• Where the focus for the role is to head the HR function, especially if the HR function is not performing, then

it is difficult to see how someone with no HR experience can do it.
• If the focus is to be the CEO’s confidante or top team facilitator having a strong team of direct reports may

be sufficient but it is critical to have an even stronger team than normal especially in C&B and resourcing
and development (because they tend to attract very different people very few people combine both talents).

Thought – Do you have a clear sense of what is required to be successful in your business as a senior HR person?



How do you develop future HR Leaders?
The answer to all these questions is simple but there is also a paradoxical underlying complexity. The simplicity is that
HR needs to practice what it preaches and implement effective talent management within the function. The complexity
comes from the long term nature of the task. We came across very few organisations that have sustained this over time.
One of the major US investment banks had a record of doing this consistently over time but the whole thing unravelled
when they were involved in a major merger with an organisation that did not share their same commitment. In
businesses that have sustained it over time there is a virtuous circle:

Mars is an example. It recognises that the people agenda is critical to its success. It has consciously set out to build an
effective HR function and the Chief People and Organisation role is the number two role in the organisation. Line people
are rotated into HR roles and vice versa. To secure a top job in the line it helps to have worked in HR and to secure a
top job in HR it helps to have worked in the line. This means that people appreciate the pressures of both roles and
know what works and what doesn’t. The key learning is that attractive brands (both external and internal within HR)
attract great talent as everyone who wants to be successful in HR wants to have a brand like Mars on their CV.

The problem is we found very few organisations who have this level of commitment and follow through over time. The
phrase ‘cobbler’s children’ came to mind. HR talks a good talk about talent management but rarely does it to itself.

How do you
know if you
have them?

If you don’t
how do you fill

the gap?

Why do some
organisations
develop them?

Where they
don’t what’s

going wrong?

If it isn’t how
do you develop

them?

Is it always
about recruiting

new ones?

Thought - how do you build the reputation?

HR is involved
in the

business
HR

contributes to
the business

HR is valued
by the

business

HR attracts
talented
people

HR adds
value and has

credibility



What does this mean?

What do we need?
HR needs to take greater care in defining the skills and experience that are required to be effective within the specific
context of that business.
What have we got?
HR needs to use this model to assess current and potential recruits into the HR function, recognising that HR still needs
a bedrock of people who might not have future potential but can still deliver the core processes that are critical to HR’s
credibility. It should therefore have an objective assessment methodology as well as effective performance management
to identify where future potential lies.
Where are the gaps?
HR needs to regularly review its talent against current and future needs, carrying out quarterly functional reviews where
the CEO challenges whether HR has the requisite pipeline in place.
How do we fill the gaps?
These reviews must lead to concrete actions that are regularly reviewed (we have seen many examples of planning but
fewer of followed through actions).
People learn best from a good boss and experience so developmental actions need to focus on giving people real,
challenging experiences of different business contexts – rapid growth, takeovers, cost reduction, restructuring, opening
new markets, involvement in M&A due diligence – with strong support. There also needs to be attention paid to retaining
this talent. Many organisations have a strong pipeline in the late 20’s and early 30’s but lose these people in their mid
30’s to career breaks, often to have children, to consultancies or to line roles where people have been placed to gain
experience but never return to the function.

Recruitment,
Coaching,
Development
programmes,
Career
moves

Context:
• HR
• Firm
• Business
• Cultural

Clearly
defined
HR
person
spec

Performance
management,
Assessment

Talent
reviews,
Succession
planning

How do we fill the gaps?Where are the gaps?What have we got?What do we need?

Thought - Is there a place for a graduate HR scheme to prime the pipeline (historically HR has found it difficult to
attract the best in competition with law or accountancy, that offer a formal qualification and a clear career path)?




